Details block cease-fire; Kissinger seeks settlement

From Wire Reports

( l ) 1972 The New York Times

Saigon, South Vietnam. Friday, Oct. 27.—The South Vietnamese foreign minister, in a statement this morning that said South Vietnam is "Readily to accept a cease-fire" but "would never accept a political settlement which goes against the interests and aspirations of the 17 million South Vietnamese people." The statement, in reaction to yesterday's Hanoi radio broadcast saying that the United States and North Vietnam had agreed to a cease-fire to begin October 31, was the first official reaction in Saigon to disclosures about the recent negotiations. The statement appeared to be designed to emphasize that the main obstacle in the way of an agreement and a cease-fire was President Nguyen Van Thieu's doubts about what the details of the political settlement would be, not any general objection. Hanoi Radio's statement yesterday was vague and somewhat sketchy on those details, and the Saigon statement said: "This is just a North Vietnamese communist attempt to create suspicion between the Republic and our U.S. ally and increase pressures for an early end to the bombing and blockade." The statement said, "The South Vietnamese people's right to self-determination should be respected in any solution to the Vietnam War." The terms of the agreement reached by the United States and North Vietnam was announced yesterday, and included a reproach of Washington for not having stuck to the agreed timetable.

The reproach, in very moderate terms, was included in a government statement broadcast last night over Hanoi radio, in which North Vietnam said it was "lamentable that the resumption of informing Vietnamese and world opinion on the current state of negotiations." Hanoi said the two sides reached agreement on Oct. 6 on a date for the ending of United States bombing and mining of North Vietnam, for the instalment of the agreement in Hanoi and for an end to the signing ceremony of a truce agreement in Paris.

"This way of acting engenders a very serious situation and brings about nothing but deepening the situation of negotiations," the statement said.

According to Hanoi Radio, the timetable of the peace negotiations to date went as follows:
1) Oct. 4. The North Vietnamese accepted an American proposal providing for a halt to American bombing and mining of North Vietnam from Oct. 15, and the installation of a protocol document in Hanoi Oct. 19. The official signature of the agreement was set for Paris on Oct. 26. The signature was to be carried out by the United States Secretary of State and the North Vietnamese Foreign Secretary.
2) Oct. 11. The North Vietnamese agreed to an American request to modify this timetable.

Reactions from the two camps

\( \text{U.S. - Hanoi agreement outlined} \)

(1) 1972 New York Times

Hanoi, Oct. 26 (Agence France-Presse).—The nine major points of a settlement drawn up with Washington are:
1) The United States respects the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Vietnam as was recognized in the 1954 Geneva Agreements.
2) Within 24 hours of the signing of the cease-fire agreement covering the whole of South Vietnam, the United States will put an end to its military activity and cease the bombing of North Vietnam and the mining of its ports.
3) The withdrawal of U.S. forces and their allies will take place within 60 days.
4) Both parties in South Vietnam—the Saigon regime and the National Liberation Front—will not re-equip with war material except to replace destroyed material and will not ask for help of any advisors.
5) The two South Vietnamese protagonists will exchange their prisoners with the withdrawal of U.S. troops.
6) The people of South Vietnam must decide their political future themselves through national elections and to organize general elections.
7) An administrative body called the National council of National Concord and Concord will be formed, composed of those who opposed the war and agreed to the peace agreement and of those who took part in the negotiations with the United States.
8) Commissions to set up new relations between North Vietnam and South Vietnam will be set up, as well as an international control and surveillance commission.
9) An international conference of Vietnamese will meet 30 days after the signing of the agreement.

The problems of Laos and Cambodia will be settled on the basis of the 1954 Geneva agreements, and the United States will recognize the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Vietnam.

For more war news, please visit the following links:
- More war news
- North Viet ask other countries to pressure the US
- Peace negotiations have no effect on war in Laos
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WASHINGTON—"Peace is at hand." Those words were spoken Thursday by Henry A. Kissinger, who broke the administration's official silence on the recent intensive peace talks to declare that a final agreement could be reached in only one more negotiating session with the North Vietnamese. Kissinger, who confirmed a broadcast by Radio Hanoi that the two sides had reached over-all agreement on a nine-point plan to end the war, disputed Hanoi's contention that agreement required the United States to sign the accord by next Tuesday, Oct. 31.

Paris—North Vietnamese and Vietcong delegates picked up the theme and demanded that the United States observe what they called a firm agreement to sign a Vietnam cease-fire next Thursday. Although Hanoi's chief delegate questioned whether private negotiation would continue if the United States did not sign the agreement as it stood, the delegates said they would attend the 16th session of the Paris peace talks next Thursday.

Vietsiane—The war in Laos is apparently being fought as bitterly as ever, according to military reports that indicate that the fighting is especially intense in the Plaine Des Jarres in northern Laos and in and around the towns of the country's southern tip.

Washington—The official indications that peace in Vietnam may be near brought joy to Republican strategists who have spent a trying 10 days defending themselves against charges of political sabotage.

Huntington, W. Va.—President Nixon said an airport rally in Huntington that he was confident the difficulties blocking a Vietnam cease-fire "can and will be worked out. I can say to you in confidence," the President told the crowd, "that we shall succeed in achieving our objective, which is peace with honor and not peace with surrender.

Washington—"Peace is at hand." Those words were spoken Thursday by Henry A. Kissinger, who broke the administration's official silence on the recent intensive peace talks to declare that a final agreement could be reached in only one more negotiating session with the North Vietnamese. Kissinger, who confirmed a broadcast by Radio Hanoi that the two sides had reached over-all agreement on a nine-point plan to end the war, disputed Hanoi's contention that agreement required the United States to sign the accord by next Tuesday, Oct. 31.

Paris—North Vietnamese and Vietcong delegates picked up the theme and demanded that the United States observe what they called a firm agreement to sign a Vietnam cease-fire next Thursday. Although Hanoi's chief delegate questioned whether private negotiation would continue if the United States did not sign the agreement as it stood, the delegates said they would attend the 16th session of the Paris peace talks next Thursday.

Vietsiane—The war in Laos is apparently being fought as bitterly as ever, according to military reports that indicate that the fighting is especially intense in the Plaine Des Jarres in northern Laos and in and around the towns of the country's southern tip.

Washington—The official indications that peace in Vietnam may be near brought joy to Republican strategists who have spent a trying 10 days defending themselves against charges of political sabotage.

Huntington, W. Va.—President Nixon told an airport rally in Huntington that he was confident the difficulties blocking a Vietnam cease-fire "can and will be worked out. I can say to you in confidence," the President told the crowd, "that we shall succeed in achieving our objective, which is peace with honor and not peace with surrender."
Election happenings

Muskie coming October 30

Maine Senator Edmund S. Muskie will visit the Third Congressional District on Monday, October 31, to campaign for Congressman John Brademas (D-Ind.).

In announcing the visit today, Congressman Brademas, John Armstrong, noted that the Senator and Congressman will make stops in five major population centers of the Third District-South Bend, Michigan City, LaPorte, Elkhart and Mishawaka.

A tentative schedule for the busy day of campaign activities includes breakfast at the LaPorte Holiday Inn, lunch in Mishawaka with prominent civic leaders, a "Polish Wedding Supper" at the West Side Democratic Club in South Bend, and a late evening rally in Michigan City.

A detailed schedule for the October 30th visit will be released shortly.

Candidates here on Sunday

Notre Dame and St. Mary's students, as well as interested faculty and staff, who will be voting in Indiana, will have a chance to "meet the candidates" this Sunday, October 29th, at 2 p.m., in the Planner conversation pit (main lobby).

Democratic Congressman John Brademas and Republican Congressional candidate Don Newman will headline the event, being sponsored by "Concerned Students at Notre Dame and St. Mary's." Also appearing will be most of the candidates for local, county, and state races, thus giving students a chance to meet those people who are going to be on the ballot.

Each candidate will be introduced and will speak for a few minutes, and the session will then break down into informal discussions between the candidates and students. Refreshments will be served.

Mike Hess, one of the organizers of the event, explained the reason behind it: "Usually students voting this November will go into the polls with a knowledge of the national candidates, and perhaps a few top local races. On Sunday, those students will have a chance to meet most candidates for many of the lesser publicized races, and will thus be able to make a more informed choice on election day."

Vincent DeLanctis and Pri. John Houck, who will be voting in Indiana, will have a chance to meet most presidential candidates for the first time.

"Christian vote" debate Sunday

"How are you going to vote? Christianly?" is the question the Office of Campus Ministry wants to present to the Notre Dame community.

Believing that a decision for voting is too often made without careful, reflective consideration of Christian principles, Campus Ministry is presenting a program entitled: A Christian Exploration-Nixon or McGovern?

On Sunday evening, October 29, at 7:30 p.m., in Washington Hall, Prof. Vincent DeLanctis and Pri. John Houck will explore both men, with five minutes for their response to one another, following by audience participation.

Social commission presents a traditional frenzied brawl

i.e., ARMY PARTY!!

Relive those good old rolling-over falling-down days of the FIFTIES at the Hot Rods & Bobby Socks HOP (S)

your ticket entitles you to

10 ROUNDS with your hosts BUD & MICK

Bop to the tunes of Flint and the Jon Potter-Music shows

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 3rd - 8:30-12:30

at the

SOUTH BEND ARMY

(free bus service will be available)

$2.50 per person

Ticket on Sale Today 3:00 Fiesta Lounge

Additional of a student bar would depend heavily on legal and university ramifications.

Consideration depends on the Indiana drinking age being lowered to eighteen.

The present committee members include co-chairs Jim McDermott and Terry Skeeham.

Other members are Dave Ceruso, Dan Schop, Dennis Etienne, Jim Clarke, Susan Darin, Jerry Lukas, Bob Stucker, Rod Bray and Mary Ann Gilligoe.

Describing the hopes of the committee as real and very optimistic, McDermott emphasized that any suggestions or proposals are welcomed and encouraged. Ideas may be made to Jim McDermott at 3866.

McGovern

Chicago Torchlight Parade

WEDNESDAY, NOV 1

SIGN UP FOR BUSES IN TOM DOOLEY ROOM

LA FORTUNE FRIDAY OCT. 27

Honored by ND-MMC Committee for McGovern Drive

"Evening Prayer" vigil for four p.m. Sunday.

Contestants are boyed by weekday music and from 7:30 to 7:30 p.m. Mon. through Sat.

LaFortune survey will seek ideas for renovation

by Tom Drape

Staff Reporter

A decision to conduct a student survey on proposals for LaFortune student center was made by the Student Center Committee last night.

Terming the eventual remodeling a "definite reality," co-chairman Jim McDermott listed coop stores, smaller lounges, expanded dining area in the Huddle and a possible bar as proposals already before the committee.

The survey, which will be circulated next week by one of the honor fraternities, is looking for any possible suggestions "to utilize each inch of LaFortune," said McDermott.

Architecture students will handle preliminary plans with sophomore classes entering sketches this semester and senior's submitting plans next semester.

McDermott cited the interest and support shown by administrators. Robert Ackerman, Director of Student Activities, is in active support of the rejuvenation.

LaFortune was dedicated in 1954 and offered perfect facilities for the size and needs of the student body. Since then no major remodeling has taken place. McDermott noted "the only preconception we have is that we have a building and a good deal of support." Building additions are not in discussion.

An immediate concern of the committee regarding all night hours for the student center was termed as a "visible possibility" for the immediate future. The addition of a student bar would depend heavily on legal and university ramifications.

Consideration depends on the Indiana drinking age being lowered to eighteen.

The present committee members include co-chairman Jim McDermott and Terry Skeeham.

Other members are Dave Ceruso, Dan Schop, Dennis Etienne, Jim Clarke, Susan Darin, Jerry Lukas, Bob Stucker, Rod Bray and Mary Ann Gilligoe.

Describing the hopes of the committee as real and very optimistic, McDermott emphasized that any suggestions or proposals are welcomed and encouraged. Ideas may be made to Jim McDermott at 3866.

A Weekend in Christian Living

Notre Dame -- St. Mary's:

away from the dorms

a time for yourself

away from the stress

a time for others

away from the competition

table of people

A Lodge in Michigan

volleyball music

camping the food

transportation provided

Colleen Mooney - 4871

Fri. Ned Redy--3532 or 3592

Friday, October 31, 1972

The Observer
It's Appalling

It's about time! It's about time someone started to clean up the dining halls. Yesterday, the Food Services Advisory Committee announced their plans to try and clean up the mess that results after every meal in the Notre Dame dining halls.

Problem of waste

The mess is a gross waste of food that shouldn't happen at a place where young men and women come to dine everyday. But it does. It's a waste that reflects badly on the Notre Dame student. The dining hall bears a definite resemblance to a rubbish heap every night around 6 p.m. and it's appallling.

Beyond the Waste

But when you get beyond the ugly sight of the wasted food, you find a repercussion that's worse. And that's the problem of cost.

Do you have any idea how much that extra glass of milk you leave on your tray costs? 5 cents. Hell that's not much right? Well, let's say that you, one of 400 people who leave two glasses of milk unfinished on a particular day. If your math agrees with mine, it comes to $400. OK? Well, what if you and 400 others take a piece of blueberry pie that you decide not to finish. 405 pieces of pie at 14 cents a serving comes to $56.14. Let's quit wasting the food and clean up the dining halls.

Jerry Lukats

---

Letter...

Editor:

This is a rebuttal of Bob Higgins’ article in the Observer of October 5th.

What a fresh and comforting thought-saving a Birth Control and Venereal Disease Center on campus. You've made it clear that although the whole campus is on the verge of a serious breakdown if they don't get to a clinic soon. What makes you think everyone is so low and flimsy morals. (You are including yourself in this aren't you?) Maybe after the clinic is set up, it will lead the way having a cureward set up in the infirmary and maybe even an adoption service for the unwanted little "creatures" that were "mistakenly" brought into the world. Did you stop and think in your frantic pace for attention that your parents could just as easily have been a strange drug user extirpate you if they had lived in the pre-stands of Redwood forest, maybe they could have been fortunate to have had a chance to turn to and they would never have to worry about you at all. At any rate, if your appeal fails, I'm sure that anyone would be proud to give you a lift up to the clinic for such a noble cause as yours. Your baby, baby, is no longer a secret subject and shouldn't be. But you sound like a kid who just discovered it. When you are able to put it in proper perspective may then you will begin to have a better outlook on life. I hope, like you, that the Administration listens to you very soon and that they will attempt to lead that closed and one-track mind of yours out of its hold. Inclining may I say that I talk about, grabbing bull by the horns. Your whole column was the biggest piece of bull anyone has ever tried to swallow.

Nincerely, Theresa Ferro

---

another message from sorin

T.M. HEBSBURC CSC
WE'RE DAME

AM RESTING HORSES IN CUTBANK. MONT. STOP FELLOW
NAMED NICOLAI HAS OFFERED PARA. FOI, FOR REST OF JOURNEY STOP
PLEASE PREPARE OSDICENT ON FOOT. CONSIDER ACADEMIC COUNCIL S.C. FACULTY SENATE, WOMEN'S CAUCUS, A.A.U.P. BOARD, HALL PRESENTATION AND CAMPUS TRAFFIC COMMITTEE.

SORIN

---

doonesbury

garry trudeau

---

Editorial printed in The Observer on behalf of the editorial board. Columns reflect the opinion of the individual writer; they are not to be taken as editorial comment.
**Poll Results**

If the election was held tomorrow would you vote for:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Those who have voted before</th>
<th>Those who have not voted before</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McGovern</td>
<td>64,4</td>
<td>50,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nixon</td>
<td>47,8</td>
<td>60,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmitz</td>
<td>84,6</td>
<td>71,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3,4</td>
<td>5,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>8,9</td>
<td>10,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not voting</td>
<td>13,0</td>
<td>15,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample size 180

Are you registered to vote?

Yes 90
No 90

Did you vote in the presidential preference primary?

Yes 71
No 39

Are you planning to vote by absentee ballot, have you requested the ballot?

Yes 48-44
No 53-36

Not voting absentee 13

---

**SMC Planning Committee to meet**

by Mary Jones
Staff Reporter

The Planning Committee of Saint Mary's College will meet on Friday night, October 27, in the Burson Hall Reading Room to hear the progress made by the various area committees on their recommendations of rules of order and change.

After an opening prayer by Sr. Katherine Reichert, Dr. Donald Lanning, Chairman of the Planning Committee, will present an introduction to the meeting. The minutes of the last meeting will then be read by Sr. John J. Heady, Secretary of the Planning Committee, and followed by a speech given by Dr. Mary's President, Dr. Edward Heaney.

The chairman of each area committee will discuss the results of their task forces investigations.

**Kenster declares "name the cat" competition**

In keeping within character, Student Government announces a Name the Cat contest.

Kenster, which was given to student body president, R. Callum Kenster, is currently without a name. The cat's name along with the participants' name and address should be submitted to Student Government before Friday, Nov. 3.

Entries will be judged by T.C. Treaser, newly appointed art director of Campus Ministry.

Prizes will be awarded immediately after judging. First Prize will consist of an autographed map of Iowa (consisting of map supply). Second prize will be an autographed copy of James Thurber's "The Outlaw." By Henry J. Walker.

---

**McGovern pulls ahead in second campus poll**

by John Abwed
Editor-in-chief

George McGovern has taken a 13 point lead in the second election poll conducted for The Observer by Omnicorn Delta Epsilon, the economic society. A random sample of 180 students at Notre Dame were interviewed during the week of Oct. 19 to Oct. 25. The interviews were conducted by phone.

Omnicorn Vice President Larry Velcheck supervised the execution of the survey. Accuracy checks were made.

In the first survey Nixon held a 45 to 41 lead over McGovern at Notre Dame. Over both ND and St. Mary's Nixon initially held a 56 to 37 lead. SMC was not polled last week because of the hospitalization of the SMC poll coordinator.

In order to check the significance of the trend two questions were asked on the second poll that were also asking to see the area committee's name. "Are you registered to vote?" Down 89.4 percent affirmative replies last week 92.6 percent affirmative replies last week.

Last week only registered voters were asked if they intended to vote absentee. 83.3 percent of the registered voters indicated that they were voting absentee. Seven percent of the students planning to vote absentee had already requested ballots.

These figures compare closely to the results of the first survey. When all potential voters were asked if they planned to vote in Indiana or in their home state, 61.8 percent indicated that they planned to vote absentee.

Reasons for the McGovern gains:

Since similarities between the first and second surveys make the probability of random error in either set of results unlikely, several external events may have provoked the McGovern increase.

Both Senator Kennedy and President McGovern's Vice Presidential candidate Sargent Shriver spoke on campus since the last survey. In both speeches the issue of "corruption" in the Nixon administration was the key point. Over 58 percent of the respondents who indicated that they intended to vote for McGovern said the alleged corruption in the Nixon administration was a significant factor in their decision.

Other major issues:

Over three quarters of the McGovern supporters saw his Vietnam positions as a significant influence. Nixon's strongest point was his trips to China and Russia. Only a small percentage of the respondents did not believe that one of the listed reasons was a significant determinant of their decision to support one candidate.

---

**PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE**

52627 U.S. 31 N.
TOWN & COUNTRY
SHOPPING CTR.

Open 11 A.M. to 9 P.M., Daily

---

**LAKESIDE THEATRE**
 presents
**Racheal, Rachael**
at Holy Cross Hall Auditorium
October Saturday, 28
7 p.m.

**STEPHEN STILLS MANASSAS**

TODAY
Showtime -- 8:30 sharp!

**Some Good Seats Are Still Available At The at the ACC Ticket Office**

**Note:** Casual dress is encouraged. presented by the ND Student Union...
Dunbarton folds

SMC last Holy Cross college

by Maria Gallagher

Dunbarton College of the Holy Cross, Washington, DC, officially announced that it will close at the end of the 1972-73 academic year due to a three million, five hundred thousand dollar debt.

The decision was made by Dunbarton's Board of Trustees on their September 10 meeting, and a statement release to the press the following Tuesday. Dunbarton has been in financial straits for the last few years, and last year alone operated at a $400,000 loss. This year's deficit is approximately $500,000 to $600,000 is expected.

The release stated that "after many months of carefully studying all possible alternatives... the board advising with regret... that the college will close." It was signed by President Edward Henry Ford, chairman of the Board. She will also be chairman of St. Mary's Board of Regents.

The release explained that "declining enrollment over the last several years" coupled with "rising operating costs... created a deficit which made the decision inevitable."

Although financial considerations were foremost in the decision, the drop in enrollment was also a factor. An unidentified source close to the college cited several possible attributions to the decline: Washington's reputation as a "crime-ridden" city, especially since the shooting of MartinLuther King, which has prevented prospective students to turn to schools in "northern" northeastern areas. Dunbarton's decision not to go coed; and the expanding number of community colleges which have opened a much more inexpensive route to higher education.

The announcement was a rather abrupt one for several members of the community.

"I don't even know how critical the situation was," admitted one president faculty member, who wished to remain anonymous.

He felt that "a lack of will to continue" on the part of the sisters was largely responsible for the school's demise.

="I believe that if a concentrated effort had been made on their part, in cooperation with the alumnae association and area businesses, that the school could have been saved," he said.

A spokesman at the president's office acknowledged that "an awful lot of people were surprised...most of the students and some faculty members.

Sr. Anna Teresa Bayhouse, who spent years at Dunbarton, reflected on the decision to close. An incoming to St. Mary's this fall to chair the Department of Modern Languages, viewed the decision as antilaminic in light of the situation of the past few years.

"Anyone who was there in the last three years could see it coming," she claimed.

"Everything depended on whether or not enough students could be attracted. The faculty made a very great effort... a committee was formed to recruit new students... but their actions came too late."

Sr. Bayhouse believed that "the essential element for survival in small Catholic colleges today rests on the enthusiasm and cooperation between faculty members and administration." A number of faculty members became interested in building up Dunbarton, she noted, but only in the past few years, when it was already too late.

Sr. Bayhouse reflected on the constructive attitude she had found at St. Mary's, and believes that the maintenance of such an attitude is vital to a stable institution. She does not believe that St. Mary's will fall victim to the wave of private colleges that are closing at the rate of one per week.

President Edward Henry of Saint Mary's concurred. "Dunbarton's decision to close was purely one of economics," he said.

"It was too small to operate economically, it was a quality institution and it is a shame to have closed. We will probably be getting a number of the staff and students here."

There are no definite plans as yet for disposal of buildings or transfer of staff. The Board has appointed a committee to handle all proposals and suggestions on the matter.

The president's office speculated that the sale of accumulated assets would cover the deficit. Since the college is incorporated, the debt is legally incurred by Dunbarton College rather than the Holy Cross order.

Founded in 1925 and staffed by the Holy Cross sisters, Dunbarton had a much smaller enrollment than its "sister college," St. Mary's, ranging from 400 to 500 students in its first 35 years. The present enrollment is 325, a drop from 500 last year.

Despite its small size, Dunbarton was in a comparable tuition bracket with Saint Mary's--semester expenses ranged from $1700 to $1800. Its closure leaves St. Mary's as the last Holy Cross college in the United States. St. Mary's-of-the-Wassatch in Salt Lake City, Utah folded in 1969 after some 80 years of existence.

Cardinal Cushing College in Boston, founded in 1903, closed last June. The consensus is that the same fate befall all three declining enrollment vs. operating costs.

No O-C permission at SMC next semester

by Bill Betz

According to Donna Ayres, director of St. Mary's student housing, SMC upperclassmen won't be able to off-campus next semester unless they personally get an O-C contract to fill their bed.

She added that last Monday's decision was made more by necessity than being the students' decision. An unidentified source close to the
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The letter concerns the second largest organization on campus and its problems. The source of the problems facing the Black student here at Notre Dame is one of powerlessness. On no governing organization in the university structure are Blacks represented. Black students have been attending Notre Dame far before the attendance of women on campus was even conceived. Special efforts should be made to see that Blacks are represented in the decision-making power of the university.

In an article, which recently appeared in The Observer it was stated that the enrollment of Black freshmen had decreased. It also stated several reasons for this decrease—one being the high fees which only the rich can afford to pay. We ask—why are Blacks not only receiving a quality education but also not receiving a quality education but also not

If you’re concerned about the “corruption” that Senator McGovern speaks of, I’ll make you a deal. You tell me what is ad

Consider please a situation in which employees of a company are told to keep quiet about the fact that their manager is using company resources for personal gain. The employees are aware of this situation, but they are afraid of repercussions if they speak out. This situation is common in many companies, and it highlights the importance of transparent communication and ethical business practices. Are you willing to pay $4,000 a year to return to the Presidency a man who has been bought and sold more often than Fanny Hill.

We, the Black students at Notre Dame, declare several reasons for this decrease. One being the high fees which only the rich can afford to pay. We ask—why in-clude Blacks on the university government structures simply because they’re Black? We ask—why in-clude Blacks on the university government structures simply because they’re Black? We ask—why in-clude Blacks on the university government structures simply because they’re Black? We ask—why in-

Editor: Open Letter to the Student Body:
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For example, consider the role of political cartels in the U.S. political system. Political cartels are groups of politicians and business leaders who work together to influence government decisions in their favor. They often use money and influence to shape legislation and regulatory policies that benefit their members. This is just one example of how the exercise of corruption can lead to a level of lawlessness which is intolerable. One can only hope that the American people may begin to wonder what such an administration, having bought its way into power, might consider it desirable to do during a second term in which its power was virtually unchecked.

Joseph S. McNamara 312 East Grove Midtown.
North Vietnam presses for war end

by Jean Thoraval

Hanoi, Radio Hanoi (Agence France-Presses) - North Vietnam today called on the Soviet Union to "accompany the text of the agreement and an outline of the state of negotiations on the Vietnam conflict" broadcast regularly by Radio Hanoi since today.

The appeal was contained in an official commentary accompanying the text of the agreement and an outline of the state of negotiations on the Vietnam conflict broadcast regularly by Radio Hanoi since tomorrow.

The radio said the agreement was to be modified and that the final date for its signing remained.

North Vietnam said it "resolutely" that American aircraft are supported over Laos, that Vietnamese people have "alleged" in Saigon to delay "the carrying out of its commitments." North Vietnam still held by the nine-point statement of the U.S. military spokesmen report merely.

Describing the birth of the accords, the official statement said that the Oct. 8 North Vietnamese initiative was a "draft agreement on the ending of the war and the re-establishment of peace in Vietnam" put forward to advance the negotiations. On this date Hanoinegotiator Le Duc Tho was meeting in Paris with United States presidential adviser Henry Kissinger.

Hanoi said the North Vietnamese government had shown it was ready to settle the Vietnam conflict in two stages "conforming to the frequently expressed desire of the American side."

The first phase comprised the ending of the war in Vietnam and a cease-fire in the south, the ending of the U.S. military commitment to the South, and the signing of an agreement in principle relating to the realization of the South Vietnamese's right to self determination.

The second phase involved the settlement of South Vietnam's internal problems by the two sides in the South.

Hanoi said that this initiative had been recognized by the United States as "truly important and very fundamental," opening the way to "a very rapid settlement" of the affair.

On Oct. 20 last, President Nixon sent North Vietnamese Pham Van Dong a message saying that "the appreciated North Vietnamese position and confirmed that the text of the agreement could be considered complete," according to today's official commentary.

The decision of the Hanoi authorities to publish the terms of the agreement did not greatly surprise most observers here. It had been considered possible that the North Vietnamese would open the dossier on the Kissinger-Tho negotiations to demonstrate not only to the Vietnamese but also to international opinion the part that Hanoi had played in the conclusion of an agreement.

And the war in Laos continues

By Malcolm W. Brown

Oct. 17 New York Times

Vietnam, Laos, Oct. 26 - Current peace negotiations here and an announcement by the Nixon administration that an Indochina wide cease-fire is probable soon have evidently had an effect on the war in Laos, which is being fought as bitterly as ever.

According to reports reaching London, the American air war over Laos, mounted mostly from bases in Thailand and on carriers of the Seventh Fleet, has never been reported in detail and American military spokesmen report merely that they are supporting government efforts here.

But in the clear blue skies now prevailing over Laos the frequent appearance of brilliant white vapor trails strung out in groups of three indicate the paths of B-52 heavy bombers which fly so high that they would otherwise be invisible.

It is assumed here that, if a cease fire goes into effect, the lines between Pathet Lao and government positions will be defined by their relative positions at the time.
White pools billiard buffs at ND

by Art Ferranti
Staff Reporter

Jack White, internationally known pocket billiards champion, was on campus yesterday to perform his pool expertise. Considered with a degree from Notre Dame as a doctor of poolology, Mr. White has been well known to over 125 countries and has attended the White House staffs of Presidents Nixon, Johnson, and Kennedy with the presidents themselves. But of all the hundreds of subjects by approximately one down the semester, he is known was on campus yesterday to have been bestowed with many honors since he took up the game 31 years ago. Besides receiving the degree from Notre Dame, a ball was killed in his honor in South America. He has played and defeated Minnesota Fats. He played and beat Irving Crane with a 319 high run. In Houston, Texas, in 1963 he played for an uninterrupted three day and three night billiards marathon. He has won up to $27,000 for one game.

From Hollywood Hills, California, Mr. White has also played many television and movie celebrities. Gail Fisher "Manix!", and Debbie Reynolds are rated as the no. 1 and no. 2 female billiards players of Hollywood by Mr. White. The top male players are Mickey Rooney (no. 1), Greg Morris ("Mission: Impossible") (no. 2), and Jackie Gleason (no. 3). Mr. White quipped, "I played Gleason eight times. Five times for money and three times for groceries." On tour eleven months out of the year, Mr. White said that he does not practice any more. Since he does so many exhibitions and tournaments, he has neither the time nor the need. He is on tour now having gone to twenty-one of the forty-four states scheduled. He also plans on touring eleven European countries on this tour. Continually expressing his great affection for Notre Dame, King Kersten, in gratitude, presented Mr. White with another honor, "Owner of Student Government."

November 1-4
ND hosts MACAA

Final plans are nearing completion for the annual conference of the Mid-America College Art Association (MACAA), the largest meeting of art specialists in the nation, on the University of Notre Dame campus November 1-4. Members of the Society for Photographic Education will hold their annual sessions in conjunction with the MACAA. A performance of the Joseph Haydn Mass by the Elkhart Symphony Chorus in Notre Dame's Sacred Heart Church at 8 p.m. Wednesday (Nov. 1) will open the combined meetings. Other evening programs include Electric Spectrum, a demonstration of sound and visual elements by a group from Northern Illinois University at 8 p.m. Exhibitions scheduled with the conference include the principal works from Notre Dame's permanent collection in the Art Gallery, current student works in the Isis Gallery (Fieldhouse); Feldhausen art exhibit competition and old basketball court in Fieldhouse; Photography in Architecture Building; Light Gallery of New York exhibit in Center for Continuing Education, and ceramics exhibits of Marvin Bartel at Saint Mary's College. The South Bend ArtCenter is displaying paintings by Douglas Kiney, 16 and 17th Century Italian prints, and 18th Century Italian prints from the collection of Wooster College.

Michiana scholarships available from SMC

Dr. Edward L. Henry, President, Saint Mary's College, announced today that the College has established twenty Academic Scholarships to be awarded to young women graduating in June, 1972 from the Michiana area high schools.

"These scholarships express the appreciation and gratitude of the Michiana area for the friendly support it has extended to Saint Mary's College for the past one hundred and twenty-eight years of our existence," stated Henry.

These scholarships are awarded for high academic achievement. Each scholarship shall carry a value of one thousand dollars ($1,000) to be applied against tuition charges. Unusual talent in such areas as music or art shall also be recognized for these scholarships.

In addition, Saint Mary's College shall extend an indeterminate number of grants-in-aid to financially needy students, enabling them to attend Saint Mary's College.

Those interested in applying for these scholarships should write or call the Admissions Office, Saint Mary's College, Notre Dame, Indiana. Henry also stated, "over 1,000,000 women over the age of twenty-five are currently in college and have experienced a college education in Colleges and Universities throughout the United States. Saint Mary's College wants to alert young women in the Michiana area, and will shortly announce a policy regarding programs for women beyond the average college age, who wish to continue their education and/or degree completion."

Prison courses offered

by Jane Cannon
Staff Reporter

Once again the inmates of the Indiana State Prison in Michigan City will be instructed in various subjects by approximately one hundred ND and SMC students. These students, enrolled on Activity No. 1 at the beginning of the semester, will begin their weekly visits to the prison as soon as clearance is obtained from the prison officials.

St. Margarett's, Reppen, of the SMC Educational Department, along with the girls from St. Mary's will teach the inmates remedial reading, while Notre Dame students will teach math, English and sociology. Various other courses may be initiated, depending on the backgrounds of the student teachers.

The Indiana State Prison Volunteer Program was founded three years ago, by Joseph Giacchetti, a Notre Dame student. St. Margarett's feels that this program is "deeply appreciated by the prisoners" because they feel that, "someone outside cares and feels that someone outside has taken a definitive change from routine prison life."

Whether it's rescuing families from a disastrous flood or running day camps for needy kids, the National Guard belongs. Find out how you can help yourself, your community and your country.
Irish still tops in pass defense

Although featuring a disappointing performance last weekend against Missouri, Notre Dame remained the nation's leader in passing defense and is among the top ten in major statistics.

Total defense, according to the NCAA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Yds.</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
<th>60.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mike 461</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul 676</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil 680</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry 757</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John 785</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe 813</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike 859</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike 913</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike 1019</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rally time changed

Tonight's Stephan Center pep rally, which will begin at 6:45 rather than the usual 7 p.m., will feature Irish offensive backfield coach Tom Pagnozzi and basketball coach Digger Phelps.

Also speaking at the pre-Texas Christian rally will be split end Willie Townsend and fullback John Clarkwood.

Features added to SC trip

Two breakfasts and a steak dinner, as well as $15 worth of tickets to Notre Dame's football game against Michigan, after the opening game will be available at 10 a.m. on Saturday, December 3rd.

Crew opens with Alumni

The Irish crew team opens its season Saturday morning against a boat comprised of Notre Dame alumni at 10 o'clock on the St. Joe River.

Transportation for spectators will be available at Sarnass Center at 9 a.m.

Tuesday night.

Missouri completed only four passes in 38-28 upset of the Irish last week but they all came in key situations and helped out top Tiger scores.

Notre Dame's average yield of passing yards per game increased slightly to 89.8, but that figure still left the Irish 3.2 yards ahead of Toledo.

Notre Dame is fourth in total defense, according to the NCAA.

Miami, West. East Nebraska ......... 6 276
Ohio .... 5 185
I I

G Plays Yds. Avg.
22 278 60.0
20 336 168.7
11 400 36.4
22 474 60.0
3 511 168.7
22 530 241.0
22 560 255.0
11 600 54.5
22 620 282.0
22 678 308.2
11 698 63.5
22 720 327.3
22 780 354.5
11 810 73.7
11 850 77.3
22 900 40.9
22 936 42.1
11 960 87.1
11 1000 90.9
11 1050 95.5
11 1100 100.0
11 1150 111.1
2 1200 600.0

Defensively, Coach Murphy noted the fine performances of middle linebacker Brian Morrison, defensive back Artie Kenney, and defensive end Jay Ackerhoff.

Traveling Orange is a top 10 team in the NCAA.

For Bake up there got in the ball game, we try to get quite a few in to see the Irish every year.

Last Friday against the Spartans, saw the junior Irish only played half a game. "We executed well in the first half," Murphy compared the second half to the Notre Dame-Missouri game last Saturday. "We had a solid game plan, and to learn to take advantage of opportunities which other teams offer us." He added, "We try and get the players together having the offense on those that have been initiated taught to the players and are used in the play system at Notre Dame."
Irish ready for upset-minded TCU

by Jim Donaldson

It's been a long time since Notre Dame lost two consecutive football games, since 1963, in fact, when Hugh Devore was head coach. Texas Christian has the opportunity to get the first team in the Horned Frogs on the scoreboard against Notre Dame at 1:30 in Notre Dame Stadium.

Both TCU and Notre Dame will enter Saturday's game with a 0-0 record. The Horned Frogs are coming off a thrilling 13-10 victory over Texas A&M over the weekend, while the Fighting Irish are trying to get their second straight defeat.

The Irish will look to maintain their unbeaten season for the Buckeyes. TCU has more than people figured them to be this season.

The Irish Eye

Upsets marked last weekend's college football season. Missouri shocked Notre Dame, Colorado surprised Oklahoma, and BYU upset Stanford.

The world hasn't ended. We won't be the last to win our games, so we'll keep trying. Sometimes I think the fans ahead of us is far too early. We're not at our best until the last game.

The next week we best a good Michigan State team by 18 points, and the edge is there. There's no question that we know, backing up the game late in the third quarter. In spite of all the errors, in spite of all the mistakes, we still win by 30 points-incredible. But there was behind win over TCU and the Irish would have the better of it, if they're physically capable.

The Irish are still bled of a bruised nose and broken fingers. But they have had his broken finger reset this week.

Notre Dame's running game (Connor) will be still be hindered by the return of Eric Penick to the lineup. The Irish will have to adjust to that. But unlike last week, the Irish will be trying for a similar upset this week.

Ara Parseghian looks concerned about Saturday's game with Texas Christian. TCU has also won three consecutive games, averaging just over 46 points per game. The Frogs have a strong running game, with Mike Luttrell and tight end Bob Brown leading the charge.

The Frogs' biggest weakness this season has been their defense, allowing teams to score 27 points or more in each of their first three games.

So now the goose-egg is gone from our "L" record. At 4-1, Notre Dame is on the edge of the Associated Press top four. Perhaps it's time to see where we've been, where we are now, and what still might happen in the future.

We entered the game against Northwestern in Evanston as ene­mies, a young, untested team, unsure even of ourselves. There was no pressure to win by 46 points, no cre­sis of national championships on our backs and minds. We were en­thusiastic, chagrined, anxious to find out just how good we were, and how good we could be.

We passed that first test with flying colors, and Johnson's killer instinct to be great, Tohill thought we'd do the job. Things haven't been as smooth as we'd hoped.

Well, we passed that first test with flying colors, and Johnson's killer instinct to be great, Tohill thought we'd do the job. Things haven't been as smooth as we'd hoped.

Two weeks ago, the Irish were still giving away 21 points on the board. Now we're just giving away 18 points. We play sloppily and make mistakes, but there's a lot of pressure to win.

Sometimes I think the fans ahead of us is far too early. We're not at our best until the last game.
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But now a lot of pressure seems to be gone, although we're still giving away 21 points on the board. Now we're just giving away 18 points. We play sloppily and make mistakes, but there's a lot of pressure to win.
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